KPI Catalog
The KPI catalog is a cloud based application, running on SAP Cloud Platform and Support Portal.

It contains KPI definitions with documentation, technical attributes, prerequisites and usage information.

It supports users to find suitable KPIs, based on applications, business goals and products.

It supports admins to activate KPIs based on KPI definitions by downloading required metadata to SAP Solution Manager.

It supports admins to keep an overview of KPIs already in use.

https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog/
Various chapters cover relevant aspects
- Definition: what is the KPI about?
- Usage: in which applications can the KPI be accessed?
- Prerequisites: which software components / notes have to be installed?
- …

Rating and feedback option

Relation to other KPIs

Textual and graphical information
Integrated Usage of KPI Catalog

Cloud Service „KPI Catalog“ as integral part of SAP Solution Manager

• In Dashboard Builder for Tile configuration and documentation
• In Business Process Analytics for AdHoc Analytics and Data collection configuration
• In Business Process Monitoring for data collection configuration
• In Cross Database Comparison for configuration

For application usage reporting:
Central overview on KPIs that are already in use
The bigger Picture: KPI Workspace

The KPI Catalog is integrated into the KPI Workspace that is accessible from the OneSupportLaunchpad and provides:

- Additional information, documentation, news
- An overview of new KPI content
- An overview of the KPIs used in your system landscape
- Helps to proactively identify compatibility issues in the KPI usage.
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